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‘Earnings will Start Taking Off...
We See North of 15% Growth’

Indian markets are near record
high levels. What have been the
key contributing factors to this rally? Will the trend continue?
It should consolidate a little bit
from here, waiting for earnings to
catch up. There are few positive
things about India. Demonetisation
did not have a negative impact but,
in fact, it encouraged the adoption
of digital infrastructure. GST
(Goods and Services Tax) is going
to be a huge positive. It is still being
under appreciated because it is
new. The housing focus is also a
huge positive. Not only it is positive for the real estate sector but it
also has a positive influence on
many other sectors such as cement, steel and home improvement companies. The Uttar
Pradesh elections also gave com-

IT SECTOR PROSPECTS

The new lower
growth normal for IT cos
is here to stay. It is
probably not a 20-25%
growth business, but
maybe 10-12% growth

fort to investors as to how the next
few years can play out.

BIG OPPORTUNITY

The biggest
game changer
is digital infrastructure... well-run private financial services
cos are best positioned
to take advantage

Are you concerned about market
valuations?
Selectively there are good opportunities in the market. There might be
some pockets of small and mid-cap
segment where valuations are concerning. The larger, well-run companies’ valuations are reasonable. I
see an earnings catch up coming
through by year end.

tion technology sector?
The new lower growth normal for
technology companies is here to
stay. It is probably not a 20-25%
growth business, but maybe a 1012% growth business. Valuations
are reasonable especially because
these are high free cash flow generating businesses. The big issue
though is that the transition to digital and cloud are disrupting even
their business. It is not as exciting a
sector as it had been the past.

Domestic institutional flows
have lent a lot of stability to the
market in recent months. How
do you expect this trend to pan
out going ahead?
Lower inflation generally encourages people to move from hard assets
into financial assets. We are in a
lower inflation environment as
compared to the past. Fair amount
of capital is coming from SIPs (systematic investment plans). Usually,
SIP money tends to be a lot stickier.
Domestic inflows into the market
should continue.
The Modi government is going to
complete three years in power
soon. What is your assessment of
its performance so far?
The government is getting a lot of
credit for playing the long game. It
is not doing any short quick fixes
but has made a constructive foundation that can lead to very longterm growth.
What is your expectation on earnings growth going forward?
Earnings growth is going to be
strong because of the base effect.
Last year, PSU banks had taken
huge write-downs and they are not
going to do the same this year. Secondly, commodity companies had
reported poor set of numbers. That
is now changed already. These two
sectors will add a fair bit to market
growth. Good quality financial services firms and non-banking financial companies will continue to grow
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ndia is steadily moving towards becoming a cashless
society, and in this scenario,
digital infrastructure is a
game changer, says Shiv
Puri, managing director at
Singapore-based TVF Capital Advisors. Puri says one can play this
theme in the equity market through
well-run private sector consumerfocused financial services companies, which are best positioned to
take advantage of this. In an interview with Sanam Mirchandani, Puri
says he expects corporate earnings
in India to catch up by the year-end
and grow at over 15% going forward. Edited excerpts:

at a healthy rate. Earnings will start
taking off in other sectors also. We
will see north of 15% growth.
What are the investment themes
you are looking at currently in
the Indian markets?
The biggest game changer in the
country is digital infrastructure. We
are entering into a world of digital
KYCs, cashless, paperless transactions etc and the implications will be
huge given that millions of people
will move into the financial system.
It is also very beneficial for the
well-run private sector financial
services companies. Those that can
leverage it to their benefit will see
significant growth and those that
are unable to do will be left behind
very quickly.

How does one play this theme in
the stock market?
Well-run private sector consumerfocused financial services companies are best positioned to take advantage of this.
With steps being taken to resolve
bad loan issues, what is your outlook on PSU banks?
Structurally, many of the PSU banks
still have a lot of work to do in terms
of embracing technology and being
more customer-centric. The way the
banking industry is evolving, it will
be very difficult to compete. Just
having a large physical branch network is not going to be enough in
the years to come.
Is the worst over for the informa-

ET in the Classroom

Understanding F&O on Stocks and Indices
1. What are F&O?
Futures and options on stocks
and indices offered by exchanges such as NSE and BSE. A
stock futures contract facilitates purchase or sale of a stock at a preset price
for delivery on a later date. A call option
on a stock allows you to purchase the
underlier at a preset price on a future
date, while, a put option allows you to
sell the underlier. Normally, delivery is
not taken or given on F&O segment,
only the difference in buy or sell price at
squaring off to when position was initiated is exchanged between buyers and
sellers, unknown to each other.

The results season is on and inexperienced traders are trying to punt stocks whose
quarterly numbers are being announced through F&O. However, they normally end
up being hit by huge losses in such trades. ET tells you why:

3. Why do the uninitiated invariably lose?
Most inexperienced hands try to limit
their losses by buying call or put options
a day or two before results are declared —
maximum loss is limited to the premium paid.
What they don’t realise is that option sellers or
writers charge huge premiums for selling them
calls or puts close to results. So you may end up
paying 2-3 times the normal price because of
heightened volatility — one of the five parameters that determine an option’s price. When the
results are declared the volatility falls and so
does the option’s price, especially when there is a
lacklustre move. So many a time you end up losing rather than making money. Such trades can
be very dangerous. Also options are subject to
time decay, meaning each day time or theta eats
into an option’s price. So, the move up for a call or
down for a put should be more than theta for a
holder to gain.

2. Can you illustrate?
Assume company A, whose
stock is listed on F&O segment
is releasing results on Tuesday.
A buyer expects the price per share of
a lot to rise to `100 from ` 90. He thus
buys a futures contract on A at `90. On
Tuesday, after A declares results, the
stock rises to `100 , he makes `10 a
share. He has not put the whole
amount of the contract but just a fraction or margin (usually 12%-15%) to
trade. So if there are 100 shares in a lot
of A, you put up 12% of `9,000 or `1,080.
If the price rises by `10 per share , you
make `1,000 on a margin of `1,080 , a
gross return of 93%. But if the price
falls to `80, you make just as big a loss.

Stock Queries

4. How to trade safely?
By learning, reading up, speaking with
experts and observing price moves under
various circumstances. Also, while trading put strong stop losses to prevent huge losses.
Most importantly, follow the dictum ‘buy on fear,
sell on greed’ and don’t be reckless. A calm mind
is a must for all things.
ANIRBAN BORA

PANKAJ MATHPAL
MD, Optima Money Managers

TEXT: Ram Sahgal

Every week, an expert selected by ET answers
queries from our readers on stock investments

time. With almost complete erosion
of its net worth and an annualised
revenue of around `2,500 crore, it
would be difficult to revive its fundamentals as it is sitting on a debt of
around `8,000 crore and other current liabilities of over `4,000 crore.

I hold 3,000 shares of KSS (K Sera Sera) at
`4 before share was split and 100 shares
of ESL at `3.90 per share. What is the future of these stocks?
—SUBHANSHU TEWARI

If we go the quality of balance
sheet, the future of KSS is bleak – on
a consolidated basis, total capital
employed of over `541 crore (including the borrowed money) has
gone for financing only equity investments (which do not make any
significant returns), loans and advances and trade receivables.
Moreover, the promoter stake is
zero! Future of ESL is also bleak — it
made big investments in the integrated steel business at the wrong

I have a 100 shares of Lupin at `1,443.
My time horizon is 1 year. Should I book
losses or wait? —SUNNY GHOSH

Hold Lupin — all adverse developments for the sector and company
are priced in. Stock is already
down by 42% from its two-year
peak and trades at attractive valuation of around 15 times one year
forward earning.
I have 45 shares of Pfizer at `1,150,
200 shares of Maharashtra Seamless
purchased during IPO, 700 shares of HCL
Infosystems at `40 & 50 share of Tata
Power. Kindly advise whether to sell
these stocks and book profit or wait for
some more time. I am a long-term
investor. —RK GUPTA

Hold Pfizer though the latest quar-

terly results are quite disappointing,
this MNC in the pharmaceutical
space has a lot of potential in terms
of expanding the product range of
parent company and also continuously rewarding the shareholders in
terms of special dividends. Hold Maharashtra Seamless with a target
price of around `400 based on valuation and scope for the company
maintaining growth in the future
due to import restrictions for seamless tubes and pipes which it makes.
Sell HCL Infosystems as it has been
making losses for the last five years
and none of its business segments is
able to make any decent profits.
Hold Tata Power as it trades around
decent valuation of around 12 times
one-year forward earning and there
is a possibility of unlocking some
money from its investments.
Please send your queries on
Stocks to et.stocks@timesgroup.com;
Mutual Funds to et.mfs@timesgroup.com
Tax to et.tax@timesgroup.com
Insurance to et.insurance@timesgroup.com
Realty to et.realty@timesgroup.com

Crude oil prices saw a sharp fall
recently. What does this indicate
about strength of the global
economy?
The steep fall in oil price is a reflection of the fact that the OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries) cartel is non-functioning
and the tremendous quantities of
shale gas in the US, which keep a lid
on prices. I don’t see it as a reflection
of any sudden weakness in the global economy.
US-North Korea tensions have
been rising recently. What will be
the impact on markets if geopolitical tensions escalate from here?
There is always a major geopolitical
or economic risk to worry about
each year but one should remain focussed on investing in great companies, which have a long run way for
growth and a solid economic moat.
The major global economic dislocation can still come from China although the risks seem to be slightly
lower than this time last year.

BULLISH CALL Investors poured a net
$6.1 billion into European equity
funds in the week to May 10

Move Over, US, the
Stampede is on for
European Equities
Bloomberg

Europe has become a magnet for
stock funds, attracting a record
weekly inflow from investors who
see the clouds lifting after populist Marine Le Pen was defeated
in the French presidential election on May 7.
Investors poured a net $6.1 billion into European equity funds
in the week to May 10, according
to Bank of America Merrill
Lynch, citing EPFR Global data.
The money flowed as centrist
Emmanuel Macron defeated euro-skeptic Le Pen in Sunday’s
run-off. US equities had $2.4 billion of outflows as the world’s biggest economy lost more of its relative attraction over Europe after
the Trump rally stalled.
Having pulled more than $100
billion from European equity
funds last year, investors are returning as the economic cycle
gathers speed
later than in the
Investors,
US and compawho pulled
nies are boosting
out more
earnings faster.
than $100
“Global invesbillion from
tors have been so
European eq- under-exposed to
uity funds last European stocks
year, are mak- that the rally
ing a comback sparked by the
French election
is forcing them to readjust their
portfolios,” Day by Day technical
strategist and partner Valerie
Gastaldy said by phone. “This
will bring further inflows.
European stocks have been underperforming for 10 years. Now,
the next few months will be crucial: this could be the start of a
long period of outperformance
for Europe.”
A long-awaited profit rebound
by European companies is helping. The percentage of positive
earnings surprises tracked by
Goldman Sachs Group Inc. this
year is 54%. That’s the highest
level for the region since 2009.
Upsets remain at a historical low
of 16%, Goldman Sachs equity
strategists including Peter

Oppenheimer wrote in a note
this week.
Fund-flows are brimming as the
Euro Stoxx 50 Index heads for its
biggest weekly drop in four
weeks, a tension that’s bound to
kindle speculation about whether
Europe’s gains are nearing exhaustion.
“The pace of inflows doesn’t yet
flash red for contrarians,”
BofAML strategists led by Ronan
Carr wrote in a note Friday. As
a%age of assets under management, the flows “are at most half
the way to levels that coincided
with market peaks in prior
years.”
Sentiment on Europe “is definitely in bullish territory -- net
40% are overweight -- but we are
not yet getting definitive contrarian sell signals,” the strategists
wrote in advance of the publication of their fund manager survey for May, due next week.
Growth in the 19-nation euro
area will be slightly stronger this
year than previously predicted,
the European Commission said
on Thursday. Some risks to the
outlook have diminished, the
commission said, lifting its forecast for 2017 gross domestic product to 1.7% from 1.6%. That still
falls short of the 2.2% GDP increase forecast for the US.

